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NEW QUESTION: 1
A. Option A
B. Option D
C. Option B
D. Option E
E. Option C
Answer: B,C

NEW QUESTION: 2
You confirm to have already installed kubectl and have an active OKE cluster with at least one
node pool and worker node.
What details of the nodes running in the cluster are displayed in the terminal window by
running the command S kubectl get nodes when connected to the new cluster you have
created?
A. NAME AGE TYPE VERSION CLUSTER-IP
B. NAME TYPE STATUS PORT KIND
C. NAME READY STATUS AGE ROLES
D. NAME STATUS ROLES AGE VERSION
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
An F-connector is used on which of the following types of cabling?
A. CAT5
B. Single mode fiber
C. RG6
D. CAT3
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
You have a Microsoft SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) package that contains a Data Flow
task as shown in the Data Flow exhibit. (Click the Exhibit button.)

You install Data Quality Services (DQS) on the same server that hosts SSIS and deploy a
knowledge base to manage customer email addresses. You add a DQS Cleansing transform to
the Data Flow as shown in the Cleansing exhibit. (Click the Exhibit button.)
You create a Conditional Split transform as shown in the Splitter exhibit. (Click the Exhibit
button.)
You need to split the output of the DQS Cleansing task to obtain only Correct values from the
EmailAddress column.
For each of the following statements, select Yes if the statement is true. Otherwise, select No.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
The DQS Cleansing component takes input records, sends them to a DQS server, and gets them
back corrected. The component can output not only the corrected data, but also additional
columns that may be useful for you. For example - the status columns. There is one status
column for each mapped field, and another one that aggregated the status for the whole
record. This record status column can be very useful in some scenarios, especially when
records are further processed in different ways depending on their status. Is such cases, it is
recommended to use a Conditional Split component below the DQS Cleansing component, and
configure it to split the records to groups based on the record status (or based on other
columns such as specific field status).
References:
https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/dqs/2011/07/18/using-the-ssis-dqs-cleansing-component/
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